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Abstract—Crowd density estimation in public areas with 
people gathering and waiting is the important content of 
intelligent crowd surveillance. A real-time and high 
accuracy algorithm is necessary to be inputted in the 
classification and regression of crowd density estimation to 
improve the speed and increase the efficiency. Extreme 
Learning Machine (ELM) is a neural network architecture 
in which hidden layer weights are randomly chosen and 
output layer weights determined analytically. In this paper, 
we propose a new method which is based on Haralick’s 
texture vectors, Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix and ELM. 
The datasets are based on PETS2009 and UCSD. The 
performances are compared among SVM, BP and ELM. 
The experimental results suggest that the ELM learning 
algorithm has a good performance of accuracy and a very 
fast speed than other methods.  
 
Index Terms—ELM, crowd density estimation, SVM, BP 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

With the improvement of computer vision techniques, 
several applications in this area, like video surveillance, 
human behavior understanding, or measurements of 
athletic performance, have been tracked using automated 
or semi-automated techniques[1,2]. Among them crowd 
density estimation is one of the most important 
applications in visual surveillance, and it plays an 
essential role in crowd monitoring and management. Due 
to its importance, much work has been done on crowd 
density estimation in visual surveillance scenes. 

In the classification and regression parts of crowd 
density estimation, most people use follow methods :  

1) Support vector machine(SVM) [3-6], of which, 
Xinyu Wu et al[3] use texture analysis vectors which are 

extracted from a series of multi-resolution image cells 
and support vector machine(SVM) method to solve the 
problem of calculating the crowd density; Hang Suet al[4] 
estimate the crowd density by effective region feature 
extracting and using support vector machine;Li Xiaohua 
et al[5] also use a classifier based on a support vector 
machine to classify the extracted density character 
vectors into different density levels; Zi Ye et al[6] learn 
SVM classifiers with GLCM and statistical features. The 
SVM has a small rate of error, but it has a great 
disadvantage that it has large amount of calculation,and 
has too many parameters to adjust.  

2) Neural network based methods [7-11], among them, 
Tang et al[7] classify the degree of crowd density of the 
scene into several grades and use BP neural network to 
conduct the classification model and obtain the estimation 
of crowd density; Cho, S.Y. et al[8] carry out the 
estimation by extracting a set of significant features from 
sequences of images and the feature indexes are modeled 
by a neural network to estimate the crowd density. The 
learning phase is based on hybrid of the least-squares and 
global search algorithms which are capable of providing 
the global search characteristic; Li et al[9] use a self-
organizing map neral network to classify different crowds, 
though the accuracy is improved, the rate of true 
classification is just 86.3%; D. Huang et al[10] proposed 
an effective and flexible system for the purpose of 
performing on-line people counting, and a RBF neural 
network is employed for performing the classification 
task; Y.Cho et al[11] present a neural learning-based 
crowd estimation system for surveillance in complex 
scenes at the platform of underground stations. The 
neural network based methods has a strong robustness 
and good fault tolerance, but the training speed is not so 
quick and is hard to choose the appropriate parameters.  

3) AdaBoost based methods[12-14], the algorithm 
proposed in [12] is based on multi-class Adaboost using 
texture features which represent a global texture pattern, 
the similar algorithm is used in [13], in this paper, the 
authors choose the GLDM texture features and generate a 
weak classifier by modifying a weight update equation of 
general Adaboost algorithm; S. Ghidoni et al[14] use the 
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Real AdaBoost variant of the algorithm that provides a 
lower error rate by allowing weak classifiers to vote by 
their individual degree of certainty instead of making 
simple binary decision.There are also other methods to 
classify the levels of crowd density. A. N. Marana et 
al[15] use three types of classifiers: neural(implemented 
according to the Kohonen model), Bayesian, and an 
approach based on fitting functions to complete the 
experiment.   

As we can see from above that a good crowd density 
estimation algorithm should be real-time, robust and 
effective. Since the ELM(Extreme Learning Machine) 
algorithm was proposed by Huang et al.[16-18], it has 
been applied into many areas. In paper [19], a thorough 
experimental study was done to show the superiority of 
the generalization capability of the Extreme Learning 
Machine (ELM) that is presented and compared with 
support vector machine (SVM) approach in the automatic 
classification of ECG beats. And the sensitivity of the 
ELM classifier is tested and compared with SVM 
combined with two classifiers, and they are the k-nearst 
Neighbor Classifier and the radial basis function neural 
network classifier, the obtained results clearly confirm 
the superiority of the ELM approach.  

In paper [20], the ELM algorithm is applied into the 
classification of   metagenomic taxonomic and shows an 
improved classification results. In paper [21], the ELM 
based classification approach is used for land cover 
classification, and the performance of ELM was 
compared with a back propagation neural network,, the 
results suggest that ELM works equally well to back 
propagation neural network in term of classification 
accuracy and involves in using a smaller computational 
cost.  Zhili Zhao et al[22] use the ELM to classify the 
images from two datasets. There are kinds of images 
from the datasets, such as animals, people with various 
gestures, forms, cartoons and so on. The performance is 
compared with SVM and the results show that the ELM 
is not stable as the SVM, but ELM is faster and more 
effective than SVM. Paper [23] is the face recognition 
based on ELM, the results show that the Extreme 
Learning Machine are accurate and fast-learning 
innovative classification methods based on the random 
generation of the input-to-hidden-units weights followed 
by the resolution of the linear equations to obtain the 
hidden-to-output weights. From those papers we can see 
that Extreme Learning Machines are accurate and fast-
learning innovative classification methods based on the 
random generation of the input-to-hidden-units weights. 
In paper[34], the ELM algorithm was applied to Social 
network service(SNS), SNS is a new emerging Web 
application.  In order to solve the above problem, this 
paper proposed an ELM ensemble algorithm based on 
Bagging combined with semi-supervised Seeds set 
clustering for privacy preserving. The ensemble ELM is 
used to label the unlabeled data to enlarge the scale of 
Seeds set.  Experimental results show that the method can 
improve the usability of the released data while 
preserving privacy. 

 

There are also many papers[18,25-26,29,30] have done 
the comparison between ELM and SVM or BP. The 
paper [29] performs a comparative analysis of the basic 
ELMs and support vector machines (SVMs) from two 
viewpoints, one is the Vapnik – Chervonenkis (VC) 
dimension, and the other is their performance under 
different training sample sizes. The result obtained show 
that ELMs have weaker generalization ability than SVMs 
for small sample but can generalize as well as SVMs for 
large sample. Remarkably, great superiority in 
computational speed especially for large-scale sample 
problems is found in ELMs. Huang et al said in paper [30] 
that ELM provides a unified learning platform with a 
widespread type of feature mappings and can be applied 
in regression and multi-class classification applications 
directly; and in theory, compared to ELM, LS-SVM and 
PSVM achieve suboptimal solutions and require higher 
computational complexity; and ELM can approximate 
any target continuous function and classify any disjoint 
regions. As verified by the simulation results by Huang et 
al, ELM tends to have better scalability and achieve 
similar(for regression and binary class cases) or much 
better(for multi-class cases) generalization performance 
at much faster learning speed(up to thousands times) than 
traditional SVM. 

The results show that ELM can be used easily and can 
complete learning phase at very fast computational speed 
and provide more compact network. So, in this paper we 
use ELM algorithm to do the regression and classification 
of crowd density estimation. 

Ⅱ. PROPOSED METHOD 

Crowd density estimation classification proposed in 
this paper comprises of two steps. In the first step, the 
feature vectors of crowd are extracted from the sequences 
of images. Then the feature vectors are sent into the 
classification and regression algorithm to estimate the 
levels of the crowd density. In this section, the ELM 
algorithm is briefly introduced in Section A. The database 
and experiments are introduced in Section B. 

A.  ELM Algorithm 
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is an emerging 

learning paradigm for multi-class classification and 
regression problems[16-18]. The highlight of ELM 
compared to the other state of the art methodologies like 
neural networks, support vector machines is that the 
training speed of ELM is extremely fast. The key enabler 
for ELM’s training speed is the random assignment of 
input layer parameters which do not require adaptation to 
the data. In such a setup, the output layer parameters can 
be determined analytically using least squares.  

The ELM algorithm is summarized as follows:  
For N arbitrary distinct samples ( )ii tx , , where 

[ ] n
iniii Rxxxx ∈= Τ,,, 21 and 

[ ] m
imiii Rtttt ∈= Τ,,, 21 ,standard SLFNs with N~  

hidden neurons with activation function ( )xg . 
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step 1: Randomly assign the hidden nodes 
parameters iw and ib , where [ ]Tiniii wwww ,,, 21= is 
the weight vector connecting the i th hidden neuron and 
the input neurons, ib is the threshold of the i th hidden 

neuron, Ni ~,,1= .   
step 2 Calculate the hidden layer output matrix Η . 
step 3 Estimate the output weight β : ΤΗ′=β̂ . 

The structure of ELM network is shown in Figure 1. 
ELM contains an input layer, hidden layer and an output 
layer. 

Some of the attractive features of ELM are listed 
below: 
1) ELM is an universal approximator 
2) ELM results in the smallest training error without 
getting trapped in local minima (better accuracy) 
3) ELM does not require iterative training (low 
computational demand) 
4) ELM solution has the smallest norm of weights (better 
generalization) 
5) The minimum norm least square solution by ELM is 
Unique. 
 
 

Figure 1.  Structure of ELM network 

B. Dataset and Experiments 

1) Database 
In this paper, we use the PETS(Performance 

Evaluation of Tracking Systems) 2009[20] datasets and 
UCSD pedestrian databases[24]. The sample images are 
showed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively. The  PETS 2009 
datasets are multisensor sequences containing different 
crowd activities. There are five main datasets, and we 
choose the first three subsets to do the experiments. Each 
subset contains several sequences and each sequence 
contains different views(4 up to 8),we choose the pictures 
of view 1. The UCSD pedestrian database is provided by 

the Statistical Visual Computing Lab, University of 
California, San Diego. The database has several “sparse 
traffic” and “heavy traffic” scenes [31]. The UCSD 
pedestrian database contains video of pedestrians on 
UCSD walkways, taken from a stationary camera.All 
videos are 8-bit gray-scale, with dimensions 238×158 at 
10 fps.  
 

  
Figure 2.  The sample image for experiments from PETS database 
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(d) 

Figure 3.  The sample image for experiments from UCSD database. 
The different levels of the crowd density. 

As can be seen from Figure 2 and Figure 3 that, the 
back ground of the images is complex and the road sign, 
the grasses, the trees and so on have a great influence on 
the features extracting, so we do the preprocessing and 
extract the region of interest to obtain the features which 
can better present the character of the crowd. Figure 4 
shows the interested of the crowd image from UCSD. 
The features extracted from the crowd are on the basis of 
the characters of the different crowds[28].  

 
Figure 4.  The region of interest extracted from the crowd image. 

As to database PETS we extract the follow 13 texture 
features: Energy, Correlation, Inertia, Entropy, Inverse 
Difference Moment, Sum Average, Sum Variance, Sum 
Entropy, Difference Average, Difference Variance, 
Difference Entropy, Information measure of correlation 1, 
Information measure of correlation 2. The 13 Haralick’s 
texture generates from Spatial Level Dependence 
Matrix(SGLD) of gray scale images[32]. And the 
database UCSD we extract the follow 17 features: the 
Energy, Entropy, Correlation, Contrast of four directions 
0,45,90,135, and the foreground pixels. For the data we 
obtained are not unified specification, so we normalize 
the feature vectors before classification. Figure 5 shows 
the  texture features extracted by Haralick’s method. It 
reflect not only the gray level statistics of the image, 
but also reflect the spatial distribution information of 
image and structure information.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 
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(e) 

 
(f) 

 
(g) 

Figure 5.  The texture features extracted from the PETS database. 
(a)Correlation, (b)Inverse Difference Moment, (c)Sum Average, (d)Sum 

Variance, (e)Information measure of correlation 2, (f)Inertia, (g)Sum 
Entropy 

The flow chart of the crowd density estimation 
experiment is as Figure 6. 

Figure 6.  The flow chart of the crowd density estimation  

2) Training and Testing 
In determining crowd densities, we followed the 

following rules: less than 5 people are categorized as 
Very Low density, from 5 to 10 people as Low 
density,between 10 and 15 as Moderate density, and 
finally 15 or higher as High density. In this paper, as to 
the databases we classify the crowds as the above 4 
classes to estimate the density.  
During training session the system learns how to estimate 
the density of people within the input frame according to 
its feature vectors. Initially the input frames are processed 
by basic operations and the outputs are 13 dimensions 
(PETS) and 17 dimensions (UCSD) feature vectors. Then 
the feature vectors the category labels are set as inputs 
into the regression and classification. In this part we 
randomly select 200 frames (150 for training and 50 for 
testing) from PETS database and 1417 frames(1000 for 
training and 417 for testing) from UCSD database, as can 
be shown in Table I. 

Sequences of images 

Preprocessing and 
interested region 

extraction 

Feature vectors 
extraction 

Data normalization 

Classification and 
regression 

Results 

TABLE I.   
SPECIFICATION OF MULTICLASS CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION 

PROBLEMS 

Datasets Train Test Features Classes Random 
Permutation

PETS 150 50 13 4 Yes 

UCSD 1000 417 17 4 Yes 
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Ⅲ.  RESULTS 

During the experiments, we found that the neural node 
is a very important factor for the efficiency of ELM, and 
we found that neither the numbers of node too low nor 
too high can get a good performance. So we do a series of 
experiments to get the best node number. As can be seen 
from the Figure 7 that when the node number of the ELM 
network is 30, we obtain the best accuracy 89.75%.  
 

 
Figure 7.  The relation between the accuracy of ELM and the number 

of ELM node 

In this paper, MSE is the mean squared error, MSE 
measures the average of the squares of the "error". In 
regression, the smaller the value of MSE, the better 
performance of the model. 2R is the coefficient of 
determination, it is most often seen as a number between 
0 and 1.0, used to describe how well a regression line fits 
a set of data. An 2R near 1.0 indicates that a regression 
line fits the data well, while an 2R closer to 0 indicates a 
regression line does not fit the data very well.  

The  Figure 8 shows the testing regression result of the 
ELM approach based on UCSD database. We can see that 
the mse is 0.029962 and the 2R is 0.9716. 

 

 
Figure 8.   The testing result of ELM regression 

In order to verify the robustness and efficiency of our 
method, the performance of the ELM learning algorithm 
is compared with the popular Support Vector Machines 

(SVMs) and Back Propagation(BP) on regression and 
classification areas. 

In the experiments, the method of SVM we use, is the 
libsvm software package which developed by Chih-
Chung Chang and Chih-Jen Lin [33]. LIBSVM is an 
integrated software for support vector classification, (C-
SVC, nu-SVC), regression (epsilon-SVR, nu-SVR) and 
distribution estimation (one-class SVM). It supports 
multi-class classification. The neural network we used is 
the BP neural network comes from the MATLAB. It is a 
supervised learning method, and is a generalization of the 
delta rule. It requires a dataset of the desired output for 
many inputs, making up the training set. It is most useful 
for feed-forward networks (networks that have no 
feedback, or simply, that have no connections that loop). 
Back propagation requires that the activation function 
used by the artificial neurons (or "nodes") be 
differentiable. 

TABLE II showed the performance comparison of 
regression between ELM approach, SVM and BP. As we 
can see that as to PETS database, the minimum value of  
MSE is the ELM method, the maximum value of 2R is 
the ELM method; as to UCSD database, the minimum 
value of MSE is the BP algorithm, the maximum value of 

2R is the ELM approach. It suggests that the ELM’s 
average of the squares of the "error" is small than SVM, 
sometimes small than BP; and it also shows that the ELM 
approach is suitable for crowd density estimation for it 
has a good regression line. All of the data are the average 
value of experiments more than ten times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As can be seen from TABLE III, in PETS database, the 
minimum value of training time is obtained from the 
ELM algorithm, it is 0.0317s; the minimum value of 
testing time is also obtained from ELM approach, is 
0.0136s. As to UCSD database, the minimum values of 
training and testing time are both required from ELM 
method. The results show that no matter in training or 
testing, ELM learning algorithm has the fastest 
learning speed (up to thousands of times) than the 
other two algorithm. 

 
 
 
 

TABLE II.   
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE SVM,BP AND ELM LEARNING 

ALGORITHMS(A) 

Datase
ts 

SVM BP ELM 

MSE 2R  MSE 2R  MSE 2R  

PETS 0.071
56 

0.8456
9 

0.065
04 

0.842
42 

0.061
94 

0.866
39 

UCSD 0.042
50 

0.9703
3 

0.011
98 

0.953
09 

0.029
96 

0.971
60 
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As verified by the simulation results, compared to 
SVM and BP, ELM achieves similar or better 
generalization performance for regression and 
classification cases. Also ELM has better scalability and 
runs at much faster learning speed (up to thousands of 
times) than traditional SVM and BP. This paper also has 
shown that the ELM can be well applied into crowed 
density estimation and achieved a good performance.  

Ⅳ. CONCULSIONS 

In summary, we have presented an approach of using 
the Extreme Learning Machine algorithm for crowd 
density estimation in the sequences images from two 
databases.  

In the initial stage, the input images are reprocessed 
and the interested region is extracted. Then the Haralick  
texture features generated from the  GLDM is extracted  
for the region of interest. After that, the category labels 
are marked and the feature vectors are fed into the 
training system to solving the nonlinear regression 
problem. Besides this, the three algorithm: ELM, SVM 
and BP are respectively used for the regression and 
classification in PETS and UCSD databases.The low 
computational complexity enables our approach possible 
for real-time monitoring. Experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness and real-time of our 
method in real scenes. 

Nevertheless, there is a lot of scope for improvement 
in our approach. In our future work we would like to 
reduce the false estimations, incorporate additional 
methods to reason out occlusions in a crowded scene and 
make the ELM approach more stable. 
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